Abstract We review the developments of the multipole expansion approach in quantum chromodynamics and its applications to hadronic transitions and some radiative decays of heavy quarkonia. Theoretical predictions are compared with updated experimental results.
Introduction
Heavy quarkonia are the simplest objects used for studying the physics of hadrons because of their nonrelativistic nature. Although the spectra of heavy quarkonium systems c" c and b " b have been successfully explained by certain quantum chromodynamics (QCD) motivated potential models, some of their decays concerning nonperturbative QCD are difficult to deal with. Hadronic transitions
are of this kind. In Eq.
(1), Φ I ; Φ F and h stand for the initial state quarkonium, the final state quarkonium, and the emitted light hadron(s), respectively. Hadronic transitions are important decay modes of heavy quarkonia. For instance, the branching ratio for
In the c" c and b " b systems, the typical mass difference M Φ I À M Φ F is around a few hundred MeVs, so that the typical momentum of the light hadron(s) h is low. So far as the coupled-channel effect is not concerned, the light hadron(s) h are converted from the gluons emitted by the heavy quark Q or antiquark " Q in the transition. Thus, the typical momentum of the emitted gluons is also low, and thus perturbative QCD does not work in these processes. Certain nonperturbative approaches are thus needed for studying hadronic transitions. In this article, we review the theoretical framework and applications of a feasible approach, QCD multipole expansion (QCDME), which works quite well in predicting hadronic transition rates in the c" c and b " b systems. In addition to hadronic transitions, QCDME can also lead to successful results in certain radiative decay processes such as J =ψ ! γη and J =ψ ! γη 0 : This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the theoretical framework and the formulation of QCDME. Section 3 deals with applications of QCDME to various hadronic transition processes in the nonrelativistic single-channel approach including hadronic transitions between S -wave quarkonia, between P -wave quarkonia, ππ transition of the D -wave quarkonia, and the search for the spin-singlet P -wave quarkonium h c through hadronic transition. Section 4 is on the nonrelativistic coupledchannel theory of hadronic transitions. In Section 5, we show how QCDME makes successful predictions for the radiative decays J =ψ ! γη and J =ψ ! γη 0 ; etc. A summary is given in Section 6.
QCD multipole expansion
Multipole expansion in electrodynamics has been widely used for studying radiation processes in which the electromagnetic field is radiated from local sources. If the radius a of a local source is smaller than the wavelength λ of the radiated electromagnetic field such that a=λ $ ak < 1 (k stands for the momentum of the photon), ak can be a good expansion parameter, i.e., we can expand the electromagnetic field in powers of ak: This is the well-known multipole expansion. In classical electrodynamics, the coefficient of the ðakÞ l term in the multipole expansion contains a factor 1=½ð2l þ 1Þ!!: Hence multipole expansion actually works better than expected by simply estimating the size of ðakÞ l : Due to the nonrelativistic nature of heavy quarkonia, the bound states of a heavy quark Q and its antiquark " Q can be calculated by solving the Schrödinger equation with a given potential model, and the bound states are labeled by the principal quantum number n; the orbital angular momentum L; the total angular momentum J ; and the spin multiplicity σ (σ ¼ 1 or 3 ), i.e., n σ L J : The typical radius a ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi hr 2 i p of the c" c and b " b quarkonia obtained in this way is of the order of 10 À1 fm. With such a small radius, the idea of multipole radiation can be applied to the soft gluon emissions in hadronic transitions. Consider an emitted gluon with a momentum k: For typical hadronic transition processes, k is approximately a few hundred MeVs, so that ak is of the order of 10 À1 : Thus, multipole expansion works for hadronic transition processes. Note that the convergence of QCDME does not depend on the value of the QCD coupling constant g s : Therefore, QCDME is a feasible approach to the soft gluon emissions in hadronic transitions (1). QCDME has been studied by many authors [ 
in which P is the path-ordering operation, the line integral is along the straight-line segment connecting the two ends, X ðx 1 þ x 2 Þ=2 is the center of mass position of Q and " Q; and x denotes x 1 or x 2 : With these transformed fields, the part of the QCD Lagrangian related to the heavy quarks becomes [5]
where λ 0 =2 1: Note that the transformed quark field Ψ ðx; tÞ is dressed with gluons through U À1 ðx; tÞ defined in Eq. (3). We see from Eq. (4) that the dressed quark field Ψðx; tÞ serves as the constituent quark field interacting via the static coulomb potential in the potential model. In addition, it is the transformed gluon field Following [5], we generalize the coulomb potential in Eq. (4) to the static potential including the confining potential in potential models, and we write down the following effective Lagrangian [5]
where V 1 ðjx 1 À x 2 jÞ is the static potential (including the confining potential) between Q and " Q in the color singlet state, and V 2 ðjx 1 À x 2 jÞ is the static potential between Q and " Q in the color octet state. This L eff Q relates the QCD Lagrangian to the potential models. Now we consider the multipole expansion. Inside the quarkonium, jx À X j a: Thus we can make an expansion by expanding the gluon field A a μ ðx; tÞ in the Taylor series of x À X at the center of mass position X : The Taylor series is an expansion in powers of the operators ðx À X Þ Ár and ðx À X Þ Â r applying to the gluon field. After operating on the gluon field with the gluon momentum k; these operators are of the order of ak: This is QCDME. It has been shown in [5] that this operation leads to 
where E a and B a are color electric and color magnetic fields, respectively.
⩽
In [5], the corresponding Hamiltonian was derived based on the above formulation. This is more convenient in using the nonrelativistic perturbation theory. 
